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Mill (county, location, mill 
name) Title (short description of image) Reason for Priority Year Comments

FINLAND_01_01.jpg Spain: Madeira Finnish watermill showing stones late C20
FINLAND_01_02.jpg Spain: Madeira Ruins of unidentified watermill late C20

FINLAND_01_03.jpg Spain: Madeira
Ruins of unidentified watermill showing remains of 
horizontal wheel late C20

FINLAND_01_04.jpg Rumania Interior of unidentified watermill showing stones late C20 Note says this a horizontal mill

FINLAND_01_05.jpg Rumania
Interior of unidentified watermill showing horizontal 
wheel late C20 Note says this a horizontal mill

FINLAND_01_06.jpg Rumania Exterior of unidentified watermill building late C20 Note says this a horizontal mill

FINLAND_01_07.jpg Rumania: Sibiu
Unidentified post mill with multiple Portuguese-type 
sails late C20

FINLAND_01_08.jpg Finland: Helsinki
Exterior of unidentified watermill building showing 
launder late C20 Note says this a horizontal mill

FINLAND_01_09.jpg Finland Exterior of preserved post/hollow post mill with sails late C20 Note calls this a "magpie mill"
FINLAND_01_10.jpg Finland: Helsinki Exterior of preserved smock mill with six sails late C20

FINLAND_01_11.jpg Finland: Helsinki View of preserved watermill building with launder late C20

Mill is on stone supports with 
lower storey open; note says it 
is a horizontal mill

FINLAND_01_12.jpg Finland: Uusikaupunki View of preserved post mill with sails late C20 Unusual substructure

FINLAND_01_13.jpg Finland: Vasa View of preserved post mill with sails late C20 Appears to rest on brick trestle

FINLAND_01_14.jpg Finland: Aaland Islands
View of preserved smock or tower mill with sails and 
tailpole late C20

FINLAND_01_15.jpg Finland: Aaland Islands Fine view of preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

FINLAND_01_16.jpg
Mediterranean region 
(Porto Santo) Curious Portuguese-type "smock" mill on stone base late C20 Jib sails and conical cap

FOREIGN_01_01.jpg Mediterranean region Pair of windwheels with open-frame towers and jib sails late C20

FOREIGN_01_02.jpg Unknown
Interior of wind- or waterwheel showing unidentified 
iron gearwheel late C20



FOREIGN_01_03.jpg Rhodes?
View of three Mediterranean-type tower mills, two with 
sails late C20

FOREIGN_01_04.jpg Mediterranean region

Interior of windmill, possibly tower mill in next photo, 
showing miller with windshaft, brakewheel, stone nut 
and single pair of stones

Interesting view - 
tells something 
about mills of 
region Oct-82

FOREIGN_01_05.jpg Mediterranean region View of stationary tower mill with multiple jib sails late C20

FOREIGN_01_06.jpg Mediterranean region

Interior of windmill, possibly one in previous photo or a 
similar example, showing miller with machinery and 
single pair of stones

Interesting view - 
tells something 
about mills of 
region Oct-82

FOREIGN_01_07.jpg Mediterranean region
Interior of tower mill showing brakewheel, lantern 
pinion stone nut, stone and hopper late C20

FOREIGN_01_08.jpg Mediterranean region
View of stationary tower mill with multiple jib sails 
(cloths missing) late C20

FOREIGN_01_09.jpg Mediterranean region

Interior of stationary tower mill showing brakewheel, 
windshaft, lantern pinion stone nut and single pair of 
stones late C20

FOREIGN_01_10.jpg Unknown Interior of derelict watermill building late C20

FOREIGN_01_11.jpg Unknown
Interior of derelict watermill building showing 
unidentified iron gearwheel late C20

FOREIGN_01_12.jpg Med. Region?
Interior of unidentified watermill building showing 
miller's wife(?) late C20

FOREIGN_01_13.jpg Med. Region? Water leaving hole in unidentified watermill building late C20

FOREIGN_01_14.jpg Mediterranean region
Curious wind engine with windwheel etc mounted on 
very narrow stone tower Unusual mill late C20

FOREIGN_01_15.jpg Mediterranean region Pair of fixed tower mills with multiple jib sails late C20
FOREIGN_01_16.jpg Mediterranean region Miller setting cloths on sails of fixed tower mill late C20

KEMPTOW_01_01.jpg
Sussex: Brighton, 
Kemptown Exterior of steam mill

12th June 
1975

KEMPTOW_01_02.jpg
Sussex: Brighton, 
Kemptown View inside steam mill showing weighing machine

12th June 
1975



KEMPTOW_01_03.jpg
Sussex: Brighton, 
Kemptown View inside steam mill showing burr stone let into floor

12th June 
1975

MILLSTO_01_01.jpg Unknown Pair of millstones with runner being raised for dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_02.jpg Unknown Pair of millstones with runner being raised for dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_03.jpg Unknown
Pair of millstones with runner being raised/lowered 
during dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_04.jpg Unknown
Pair of millstones with runner being raised/lowered 
during dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_05.jpg Unknown
Pair of millstones with runner being raised/lowered 
during dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_06.jpg Unknown
Pair of millstones with runner being raised/lowered 
during dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_07.jpg Unknown
Pair of stones being dressed; wedges being inserted 
between bedstone and runner late C20

MILLSTO_01_08.jpg Unknown Bedstone being proofed prior to dressing late C20
MILLSTO_01_09.jpg Unknown Bedstone being proofed prior to dressing late C20

MILLSTO_01_10.jpg Unknown
Cullin stone for Gibbons Mill (watermill, Sussex) in 
garden

1st June 
1967

MILLSTO_01_11.jpg Unknown F W Gregory dressing millstone in garden
Shows compiler of 
collection

1st June 
1967

MILLSTO_01_12.jpg Unknown F W Gregory dressing millstone in garden
1st June 
1967

MILLSTO_01_13.jpg Unknown  F W Gregory dressing millstone in garden
1st June 
1967

MILLSTO_01_14.jpg
Unknown (poss. Cross-in-
Hand, Sussex)

Interior of mill building showing pair of millstones with 
man dressing one late C20

PHOTOCO_01_01.jpg
Sussex: Heathfield, 
Punnett's Town saw mill

View of smock sawmill in working order with other 
buildings of business

late 
C19/early 
C20

PHOTOCO_01_02.jpg Sussex: Mark Cross
Interior of tower mill after fire showing millstones and 
various items of machinery Rare view Dec-74

PHOTOCO_01_03.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill Postcard showing post mill in working order early C20



PHOTOCO_01_04.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill
Post mill in working order; miller with horse and cart in 
foreground Good view Dec-74

PHOTOCO_01_05.jpg Sussex: Mark Cross
Tower of tower mill, ruined by fire, with windshaft, 
brake spider and other wreckage in foreground c1911

POLEGAT_01_01.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Close-up view of cap and fanstage of tower mill under 
repair, taken from scaffolding

5th June 
1967 Note says cap is new

POLEGAT_01_02.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Close-up view of skeleton fantail of tower mill under 
repair, taken from scaffolding

5th June 
1967

Stone Cross mill visible in 
distance

POLEGAT_01_03.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Close-up of cap, fanstage and fantail of tower mill under 
repair

5th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_04.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Close-up of front of cap and poll end of tower mill 
under repair

5th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_05.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Close-up of cap, fanstage and fantail of tower mill under 
repair

5th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_06.jpg Sussex: Polegate New(?) sails and stocks in yard of tower mill
17th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_07.jpg Sussex: Polegate New(?) sails in yard of tower mill
17th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_08.jpg Sussex: Polegate New(?) sails in yard of tower mill
17th June 
1967

POLEGAT_01_09.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Tower mill under repair, with cap and fan on but sails 
and stage missing

10th June 
1967

WATERMI_01_01.jpg SE England Part of disused/preserved watermill building with wheel late C20
WATERMI_01_02.jpg Unknown Section of internal framing of watermill building late C20
WATERMI_01_03.jpg Unknown ditto, also showing pair of stones late C20

WATERMI_01_04.jpg Unknown Stone floor of watermill showing two pairs of stones late C20

WATERMI_01_05.jpg Unknown Interior view of watermill showing bin and pulleys late C20



WATERMI_01_06.jpg Unknown
Stone floor of watermill in 01.04 showing two pairs of 
stones and various unidentified structures late C20

WATERMI_01_07.jpg Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing great spur wheel, 
governors, tentering gear and another gearwheel late C20

WATERMI_01_08.jpg Unknown

Stone floor of watermill in 01.04/5, showing one of the 
unidentified structures which is now seen to be trunking 
encasing a shaft with gearwheel on it late C20

WATERMI_01_09.jpg Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing various unidentified 
structures late C20

WATERMI_01_10.jpg Unknown

Internal view of watermill showing spouts and partition 
with hole in it through which machinery can be 
glimpsed late C20

WATERMI_01_11.jpg Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing governors and 
unidentified gearwheel as in 01.07 late C20

WATERMI_01_12.jpg Kent: Dover, Crabble Mill Part of preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_01_13.jpg Kent: Dover, Crabble Mill Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_01_14.jpg Kent: Dover, Crabble Mill Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_01_15.jpg Kent: Dover, Crabble Mill
Part of preserved watermill building showing wheel and 
millrace late C20

WATERMI_01_16.jpg
Kent: poss. Ickham or 
Wickhambreux

Preserved or house-converted watermill building with 
group of people outside, and outbuilding scaffolded for 
repair late C20

WATERMI_02_01.jpg SE England Derelict weatherboarded watermill building Evocative view. Apr-74
WATERMI_02_02.jpg Unknown Ruined watermill building with wheel late C20
WATERMI_02_03.jpg Unknown Ruined watermill building with pit wheel late C20

WATERMI_02_04.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing pit wheel and 
wallower See comments Apr-74

Curious lantern pinion type 
structure beneath wallower

WATERMI_02_05.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing pit wheel and 
wallower - detail ditto Apr-74 ditto

WATERMI_02_06.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing pit wheel and 
wallower - detail late C20



WATERMI_02_07.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing pit wheel and 
wallower - detail ditto Apr-74 as 02.04-5

WATERMI_02_08.jpg Unknown
Unidentified watermill building with outhouse and 
chimney in wooded setting late C20

WATERMI_02_09.jpg Unknown Large preserved watermill building (tide mill?) late C20

WATERMI_02_10.jpg Unknown
Part of large preserved watermill building in 02.10 
showing outlets in wall for water flow late C20

WATERMI_02_11.jpg
Unknown (same mill as 
02.09-10) Large preserved watermill building (tide mill?) late C20

WATERMI_02_12.jpg Unknown Close-up of sluice gate(?) of watermill late C20

WATERMI_02_13.jpg

Unknown (prob. 
Wales/Northern 
England/Peak District) Watermill building in good condition with wheel late C20

WATERMI_03_01.jpg Unknown
Edge runner stones and associated gearing in watermill 
building late C20

WATERMI_03_02.jpg Unknown
Edge runner stones and associated gearing in watermill 
building late C20

WATERMI_03_03.jpg Unknown Close-up of edge runner stones in watermill building late C20
WATERMI_03_04.jpg Unknown Discarded edge runner stones on ground late C20
WATERMI_03_05.jpg Unknown Discarded edge runner stones on ground late C20

WATERMI_03_06.jpg Unknown
View of derelict timbers inside derelict 
windmill/watermill late C20

Photo appears to show 
crosstrees(?) inside roundhouse 
of derelict post/hollow post mill

WATERMI_03_07.jpg Unknown View of unidentified gearing inside derelict watermill late C20

WATERMI_03_08.jpg Unknown View of unidentified gearing inside derelict watermill late C20
WATERMI_03_09.jpg Unknown Exterior of watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_03_10.jpg Unknown (prob. Foreign)
Exterior of half-timbered and thatched watermill 
building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_03_11.jpg Unknown (prob.foreign)
Exterior of half-timbered and thatched watermill 
building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_03_12.jpg Unknown (prob. Foreign)
Exterior of half-timbered and thatched watermill 
building with wheel late C20



WATERMI_03_13.jpg SE England?
View of part-wood, part-stone watermill building, 
preserved, with wheel late C20

WATERMI_03_14.jpg Foreign (USA) Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_04_01.jpg prob. Foreign Preserved watermill building with wheel and launder late C20

WATERMI_04_02.jpg Unknown
Interior view of watermill showing pair of stones on 
hurst frame with associated gearing late C20

WATERMI_04_03.jpg Unknown Part of watermill building with wheel late C20 Wheel is wider than it is high
WATERMI_04_04.jpg Unknown View of sieves(?) inside watermill building late C20

WATERMI_04_05.jpg Unknown View of carved woodwork inside watermill building late C20

WATERMI_04_06.jpg Unknown (prob. Foreign)
Interior of watermill building showing two horizontal 
Norse-type waterwheels late C20

WATERMI_04_07.jpg Unknown (prob. Foreign)
Watermill building shown in previous image, showing 
open substructure late C20

WATERMI_04_08.jpg Unknown (foreign?) Part of watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_04_09.jpg Unknown Interior of watermill building showing tilt hammers (?) late C20
WATERMI_04_10.jpg Unknown (foreign?) Part of watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_04_11.jpg Unknown (foreign?)
Part of watermill building showing wheel on shaft with 
cams

Cams are unusual 
feature Jul-79

WATERMI_04_12.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing unidentified 
gearing late c20

WATERMI_04_13.jpg Unknown Preserved watermill building with two waterwheels Interesting view Jul-79
WATERMI_04_14.jpg Unknown Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20
WATERMI_05_01.jpg Unknown: Clodock Mill Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20
WATERMI_05_02.jpg Unknown: Clodock Mill Preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_05_03.jpg
Wales: Monmouthshire, 
Skenfrith Mill part of watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMI_05_04.jpg
Wales: Monmouthshire, 
Skenfrith Mill Unidentified mill race late C20

WATERMI_05_05.jpg
Wales: Monmouthshire, 
Skenfrith Mill Unidentified mill race late C20

WATERMI_05_06.jpg
Wales: Monmouthshire, 
Skenfrith Mill View of mill race with buildings nearby late C20



WATERMI_05_07.jpg Foreign: Royario Part of large industrial building, presumably watermill late C20
WATERMI_05_08.jpg UK Large watermill building (tide mill?) by river late C20

WATERMI_05_09.jpg UK
Large watermill building, partly boarded, by pond with 
chimney late C20

WATERMI_05_10.jpg UK
Interior of watermill showing stones and unidentified 
gearing late C20

WATERMI_05_11.jpg UK
Pit wheel, wallower and great spur wheel of 
unidentified watermill late C20

WATERMI_05_12.jpg UK
Part of watermill building showing outlet hole for water 
in wall late C20

WATERMI_05_13.jpg
Yorkshire: Skipton, George 
Leatt's Mill Exterior view of preserved watermill buildings late C20

WATERMI_05_14.jpg Unknown
Exterior view of part-boarded watermill building by river 
with wheel late C20

WATERWH_01_01.jpg Unknown Interior view of watermill building showing tilt hammer late C20

WATERWH_01_02.jpg Unknown part of watermill building showing wheel and launder late C20

WATERWH_01_03.jpg Unknown (foreign?) View of watermill-like structure with wheel and launder Interesting view Jul-79

WATERWH_01_04.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building showing top half of 
waterwheel, pit wheel, wallower and upright shaft late C20

WATERWH_01_05.jpg Unknown Part of watermill building showing wheel late C20

WATERWH_01_06.jpg Unknown Wheel of watermill with pipe beside it, seen from above late C20
This view appears elsewhere in 
collection

WATERWH_01_07.jpg Unknown
Part of watermill building showing derelict wheel with 
buckets missing late C20

WATERWH_01_08.jpg Unknown ditto late C20
WATERWH_01_09.jpg Unknown Part of watermill building showing wheel late C20

WINDMIL_01_01.jpg Finland Post mill with multiple jib sails late c20
Seen earlier in this file in 
"Finland" section

WINDMIL_01_02.jpg Finland Post-type mill with six sails late C20

WINDMIL_01_03.jpg Finland/Sweden Very small thatched post mill, preserved
Intriguing and 
engaging view Jul-79



WINDMIL_01_04.jpg
Finland/Sweden (open-air 
museum?)

Very small thatched post mill, preserved, with smock(?)-
type mill, also preserved, in background ditto Jul-79

Post mill hardly big enough for 
one person to stand up inside

WINDMIL_01_05.jpg France? Smock mill in working order

If this is a French 
smock mill it's 
unusual Sep-75 Conical cap suggests France

WINDMIL_01_06.jpg USA? View of preserved smock mill with sails late C20
Looks like some preserved mills 
known to exist in States

WINDMIL_01_07.jpg
France: Endevon, Narbon 
Windmill Preserved tower mill with sails

28th 
August 
1974

WINDMIL_01_08.jpg France, Beauce region Preserved post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL  01.09.jpg France, Beauce region? Preserved post mill with sails

May assist 
identification: good 
view Sep-74

Mill apaprently still in use, but 
looks slightly dishevelled

WINDMIL_01_10.jpg France, Beauce region Preserved post mill with sails
Interesting double 
panniers on tail Sep-74

WINDMIL_01_11.jpg France, Beauce region Preserved post mill with sails, photographed at work late C20

WINDMIL_01_12.jpg France, Picardy Derelict "cavier" hollow-post mill with remains of sails Evocative view. Sep-74

WINDMIL_01_13.jpg
France, Beauce region, 
Oucques Small open-trestle post mill, derelict and leaning late C20

WINDMIL_01_14.jpg France, Brittany
Preserved or house-converted "petit pied" tower mill 
with sails and tailpole late C20

WINDMIL_01_15.jpg
France, Beauce region, 
Talcy

Post mill under reconstruction, with only trestle and 
frame of superstructure standing 1970s

WINDMIL_01_16.jpg
France, Beauce region, 
Maves Derelict open-trestle post mill without sails

1960s or 
1970s

WINDMIL_01_17.jpg France, Picardy Preserved "cavier" hollow-post mill late C20

WINDMIL_01_18.jpg France, Beauce region? Derelict post mill with sails
May assist 
identification Sep-74

WINDMIL_01_19.jpg France, Picardy Preserved "cavier" hollow-post mill late C20
WINDMIL_01_20.jpg France, Picardy "Cavier" hollow-post mill, recently restored late C20



WINDMIL_02_01.jpg France

Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails, with 
what appears to be tower of another mill, with conical 
cap but no sails, in background

May assist 
identification Sep-74

WINDMIL_02_02.jpg Cambs: Great Gransden Derelict open-trestle post mill with remains of stocks
15th April 
1969

WINDMIL_02_03.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill Preserved post mill with men working on sails 1970s?
WINDMIL_02_04.jpg Kent: Chillenden Preserved post mill with part of one sail missing c1972

WINDMIL_02_05.jpg

Sussex: Punnett's Town, 
Blackdown or Cherry Clack 
Mill Preserved smock mill with sails

early 
1970s

WINDMIL_02_06.jpg

Sussex: Punnett's Town, 
Blackdown or Cherry Clack 
Mill Preserved smock mill with sails

8th June 
1975

Note on slide says new sweeps 
just fitted

WINDMIL_02_07.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_02_08.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_02_09.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_02_10.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_02_11.jpg Kent: Rolvenden
Preserved post mill with one sail missing (on ground in 
foreground) and damaged boarding on roof c1975?

Mill had no sails at around that 
time

WINDMIL_02_12.jpg Kent: Rolvenden Preserved post mill with one sail missing c1975?

WINDMIL_02_13.jpg Sussex: West Blatchington Preserved smock mill scaffolded for repairs 1970s

WINDMIL_02_14.jpg Sussex Unidentified piece of ironwork on gallery of smock mill late C20

WINDMIL_03_01.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Disused post mill with two sails 1970s

WINDMIL_03_02.jpg
Sussex: Pagham, Nyetimber 
Mill Derelict tower mill with cap c1960

WINDMIL_03_03.jpg Sussex: Dallington Surviving portion of base of former smock mill late C20



WINDMIL_03_04.jpg Sussex: Lewes, Smart's Mill? Surviving smock mill base late C20

WINDMIL_03_05.jpg
Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall 
Mill House-converted tower mill with sails c1960?

WINDMIL_03_06.jpg
Sussex: Chailey, South 
Common? Surviving ruined base of smock mill 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_07.jpg Sussex: Angmering
Derelict tower of windwheel standing above barn, 
mechanism intact but sails gone c1960

WINDMIL_03_08.jpg Sussex: West Chiltington House-converted smock mill with two sails c1960
WINDMIL_03_09.jpg Sussex: Shipley Preserved smock mill with sails c1960

WINDMIL_03_10.jpg
Sussex: Battle, Caldbec Hill 
Mill House-converted smock mill with cap and stocks c1960

WINDMIL_03_11.jpg Sussex: Sullington Warren
Unidentified person standing by windshaft from former 
post mill c1960

WINDMIL_03_12.jpg Sussex Surviving trestle and roundhouse of post mill 1960s

WINDMIL_03_13.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with stocks 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_14.jpg
Sussex: Crowborough, 
Pratt's Mill Truncated and house-converted tower of tower mill 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_15.jpg Sussex: West Ashling? Part of watermill building 1960s?
WINDMIL_03_16.jpg Sussex: Nutley Disused open-trestle post mill with sail frames 1960s?
WINDMIL_03_17.jpg Sussex: Baldslow House-converted stump of smock mill 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_18.jpg Sussex
Remains of flint roundhouse of post mill/base of smock 
mill 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_19.jpg
Sussex: Boxgrove, Halnaker 
Mill Preserved shell of tower mill with cap and sails 1960s?

WINDMIL_03_20.jpg
Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall 
Mill House-converted tower mill with sails 1960s?

WINDMIL_04_01.jpg Sussex: Shipley Preserved smock mill with sails dressed with bunting 1970s? Rear view

WINDMIL_04_02.jpg Sussex: Shipley Preserved smock mill with sails dressed with bunting 1970s?

WINDMIL_04_03.jpg Sussex: Polegate Preserved tower mill with sails dressed with bunting 1970s

WINDMIL_04_04.jpg Sussex: Polegate Preserved tower mill with sails dressed with bunting 1970s Rear view



WINDMIL_04_05.jpg Sussex: Nutley Preserved post mill with sails
mid-late 
70s

WINDMIL_04_06.jpg Sussex: Nutley Preserved post mill with sails
mid-late 
1970s

WINDMIL_04_07.jpg Norfolk: Blakeney Derelict tower mill with windshaft Evocative view. Jun-79
WINDMIL_04_08.jpg Surrey: Reigate Heath Post mill without sails and scaffolded for repair c1962
WINDMIL_04_09.jpg Surrey: Reigate Heath Post mill without sails and scaffolded for repair c1962
WINDMIL_04_10.jpg Sussex Model of Bishopstone tide mills and windmill late C20
WINDMIL_04_11.jpg Sussex Model of Bishopstone tide mills and windmill late C20

WINDMIL_04_12.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill Post mill under repair with some shutters in sails
mid-
1980s

WINDMIL_04_13.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill Post mill under repair, shutters not yet fitted
mid-
1980s

WINDMIL_04_14.jpg
Foreign, prob. Eastern 
Europe

Preserved tower mill with sails; what appears to be 
another tower mill, with no sails and conical roof, on 
right of picture late C20

WINDMIL_04_15.jpg Sussex: Nutley Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_05_01.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Interior of post mill showing detail of timberwork and 
iron plating

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_02.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Interior of post mill showing detail of timberwork and 
iron plating

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_03.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Derelict post mill with two sails

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_04.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Interior of post mill showing detail of timberwork and 
iron plating

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_05.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Brick pier and junction of crosstree and quarterbar

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_06.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Junction of side girt and another timber, with iron 
bracket

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_07.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Derelict post mill with two sails: field with horse in 
foreground

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_08.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Derelict post mill with two sails

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_09.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Derelict post mill with two sails

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_05_10.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Derelict post mill with two sails

8th Dec 
1980



WINDMIL_05_11.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill Derelict post mill with two sails

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_06_01.jpg
Sussex: Ringmer, 
Glyndebourne Mill Surviving post of post mill preserved as landmark

8th Dec 
1980

WINDMIL_06_02.jpg Sussex: Rye Hideous replica smock mill with cap and stocks late C20

WINDMIL_06_03.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_06_04.jpg
Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill 
Mill Preserved post mill with sails c1976

WINDMIL_06_05.jpg Unknown Barn under repair/reconstruction late C20
WINDMIL_06_06.jpg Unknown Barn under repair/reconstruction late C20

WINDMIL_06_07.jpg

Worcestershire, Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings

Post mill preserved with sails (reconstruction more or 
less complete) c1972

WINDMIL_06_08.jpg Holland Preserved smock mill with stage and sails late C20

WINDMIL_06_09.jpg
Derbyshire: Dale Abbey, Cat 
and Fiddle Mill Preserved post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_06_10.jpg France: Beauce region Preserved post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_06_11.jpg Foreign: USA? Preserved smock mill with sails and tailpole
May assist 
identification Aug-75

WINDMIL_07_01.jpg France: Brittany Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_02.jpg
France: Brittany (same mill 
as 07.01) Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_03.jpg France: Brittany Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_04.jpg France: Brittany

Tall tower mill, apparently preserved, with two sails; 
smaller tower mill with cap and windshaft but no sails 
nearby

May assist 
identification Sep-74

WINDMIL_07_05.jpg France: Brittany
Close-up of sails, cap and upper part of tower of taller 
mill in previous photo

May assist 
identification Sep-74

WINDMIL_07_06.jpg France: Brittany Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_07.jpg France: Brittany(?) Derelict tower mill with sails
May assist 
identification Sep-74

WINDMIL_07_08.jpg France: Brittany(?) Close-up of cap and sails of derelict tower mill late C20

WINDMIL_07_09.jpg

France: Brittany, prob. Mill 
known as "Moulin a Diable" 
or "Devil's Mill" Preserved tower mill with sails late C20



WINDMIL_07_10.jpg

France: Brittany, prob. Mill 
known as "Moulin a Diable" 
or "Devil's Mill" Preserved tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_11.jpg France: Brittany
Preserved/house-converted "petit-pied" tower mill with 
sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_12.jpg France: Brittany Preserved/house-converted tower mill with sails late C20 Seen in a previous image

WINDMIL_07_13.jpg France: Picardy Derelict "cavier" hollow-post mill with remains of sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_14.jpg France: Picardy Derelict "cavier" hollow-post mill with remains of sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_15.jpg Denmark/Sweden Preserved smock mill in working order
May assist 
identification Jan-74

WINDMIL_07_16.jpg Denmark/Sweden Preserved smock mill in working order
May assist 
identification Jan-74

Different mill from previous 
image; has fan whereas that 
had tailpole

WINDMIL_07_17.jpg Denmark/Sweden Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_07_18.jpg

Denmark/Sweden (prob. 
same mill as in previous 
image) Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_08_01.jpg
Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" and 
"Jill" mills Preserved tower and post mill with sails

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_02.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" mill Preserved tower mill with sails
1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_03.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" mill Preserved tower mill with sails
1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_04.jpg
Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" and 
"Jill" mills Preserved tower and post mill with sails

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_05.jpg
Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" and 
"Jill" mills Preserved tower and post mill with sails

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_06.jpg
Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" and 
"Jill" mills Preserved tower and post mill with sails

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_07.jpg
Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" and 
"Jill" mills Preserved tower and post mill with sails

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_08_08.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill Preserved post mill with sails, scaffolded for repairs 1970s

WINDMIL_08_09.jpg Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" mill Preserved tower mill with sails
1970s or 
80s



WINDMIL_08_10.jpg Sussex: Nutley
Preserved post mill, distant view with part of barn in 
foreground

1970s or 
80s

WINDMIL_09_01.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Preserved tower mill with one sail missing and another 
damaged 1970s

WINDMIL_09_02.jpg Sussex: Polegate Preserved tower mill, showing damaged sail 1970s

WINDMIL_09_03.jpg Essex: Rayleigh
Tower mill in course of repair, with new cap on but sails 
and stage not yet fitted c1974

WINDMIL_09_04.jpg Essex: Rayleigh
Tower mill in course of repair, with new cap on but sails 
and stage not yet fitted (fantail visible in this view) c1974

WINDMIL_09_05.jpg Essex: Terling
Smock mill in course of conversion to house: cap, stocks 
and fanstage still on but not yet restored

early-mid 
1970s

WINDMIL_09_06.jpg Essex: Bocking Preserved post mill with sails 1970s
WINDMIL_09_07.jpg Suffolk: Pakenham Preserved tower mill in working order 1970s

WINDMIL_09_08.jpg Norfolk: Garboldisham

Post mill in course of repair, with new roundhouse 
almost complete, two derelict sails still on, damaged 
baording still on side facing camera

mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_09_09.jpg Norfolk: Garboldisham View inside roundhouse showing new trestle
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_09_10.jpg
Norfolk: Reedham, Berney 
Arms

Restored tower windpump showing men working on 
sails 1970s

WINDMIL_09_11.jpg
Prob. Great Gransden, 
Cambs Open-trestle post mill in working order

late 
C19/early 
C20

WINDMIL_09_12.jpg
Norfolk: Thurne, St Benets 
Level Restored tower windpump with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_09_13.jpg Norfolk/Lincs Preserved capless tower of tower mill, with conical roof late C20
WINDMIL_09_14.jpg Suffolk: Holton Preserved post mill with sails 1970s

WINDMIL_09_15.jpg

Suffolk: East Bridge 
(Minsmere Marsh), Sea 
Wall Mill

Very derelict smock windpump with cap frame and part 
of cap roof

mid-
1970s



WINDMIL_09_16.jpg

Suffolk: East Bridge 
(Minsmere Marsh) (not Sea 
Wall Mill but the one later 
moved to Museum of East 
Anglian Life, Stowmarket) 

Derelict smock windpump with windshaft and four sails, 
near modern metal windpump

mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_09_17.jpg Suffolk: Friston Post mill under repair with two sails
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_09_18.jpg Suffolk: Framsden Preserved post mill with two sails
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_10_01.jpg
Scandinavia (prob. 
Denmark/Sweden)

Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails, probably in 
open-air museum 1970s

WINDMIL_10_02.jpg
Scandinavia (prob. 
Denmark/Sweden)

Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails, probably in 
open-air museum (not same mill as 01.02)

Arrangement of 
weatherboarding at 
base of buck is 
interesting Mar-74

WINDMIL_10_03.jpg
Scandinavia, possibly 
Germany Derelict smock mill with tailpole and remains of sails

Could assist 
identification Mar-74

WINDMIL_10_04.jpg
Scandinavia  (prob. 
Denmark/Sweden)

Preserved open-trestle post mill, probably in open-air 
museum, showing curious excrescence on side of buck

Excrescence is 
interesting feature Mar-74

WINDMIL_10_05.jpg Denmark/Sweden
Semi-derelict smock mill, complete but with damaged 
sails and fan

Very fine mill and 
view - could assist 
identification Mar-74

WINDMIL_10_06.jpg Kent: Herne Smock mill under repair, with no sails
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_10_07.jpg Denmark Preserved smock mill with sails
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL  10.08.jpg Denmark/Sweden Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails
mid-
1970s



WINDMIL 10.09.jpg Kent: Chislet
Internal view showing dust floor with wallower, part of 
upright shaft and truck wheel

This important mill 
was lost by fire in 
2005: internal 
photos of it are rare 
and therefore of 
value Jun-74

WINDMIL 10.10.jpg Kent: Chislet
View of smock mill preserved with dummy cap and no 
sails or fan

mid-
1970s

WINDMIL 10.11.jpg Kent: Margate, Draper's Mill View of smock mill preserved with two sails
early-mid 
1970s

WINDMIL 10.12.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Preserved smock mill with sails, in background
mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_10_13.jpg
Kent: Woodchurch, Lower 
Mill Derelict smock mill with stocks and damaged cap

mid-
1970s

WINDMIL_10_14.jpg
Warwickshire: Berkswell, 
Balsall Common

Preserved tower mill, with cap and windshaft but no 
sails yet

2nd Nov 
1974

WINDMIL_10_15.jpg
Warwickshire: Berkswell, 
Balsall Common

Preserved tower mill, with cap and windshaft but no 
sails yet

2nd Nov 
1974

WINDMIL_11.01.jpg
Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall 
Mill House-converted tower mill with restored cap and sails 1970s

WINDMIL_11.02.jpg Sussex: Rottingdean Preserved smock mill with part of one sail missing 1970s

WINDMIL_11_03.jpg
Sussex: Keymer, Oldland 
Mill

Derelict post mill with no sails, propped up pending 
repairs

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMIL_11_04.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Preserved smock mill with part of fantail missing 1980s

WINDMIL_11_05.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill

Preserved post mill following storm damage: two 
damaged sails remain, wreckage of others on ground in 
foreground, weatherboarding also damaged: evidence 
of repairs in progress 1980s



WINDMIL_11_06.jpg Sussex: Nutley
Close-up of main post, crosstrees and quarterbars of 
preserved post mill 1980s?

WINDMIL_11_07.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St 
Leonards' Mill

Wreckage of collapsed post mill showing among other 
items main post, sheers, roundhouse roof and some 
gearing c1987

WINDMIL_11_08.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St 
Leonards' Mill

Damaged timbers inside roundhouse of collapsed post 
mill c1987

WINDMIL_11_09.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St 
Leonards' Mill

Wreckage of collapsed post mill showing among other 
items post, sheers and "crowntree" (steel girder) c1987

WINDMIL_11.10.jpg Sussex: unknown

Post mill in mid-distance in rural Downland setting, 
disused but with sails and remains of tailpole-mounted 
fantail

Might assist 
identification Feb-78

WINDMIL 11.11.jpg Unknown
Unidentified iron shaft and pulley in windmill or 
watermill late C20

WINDMIL_11.12.jpg Unknown
Clasp-arm great spur wheel and supporting frame inside 
unidentified tower or smock mill Might assist ID Feb-78

WINDMIL_11_13.jpg Sussex: Nutley Snow scene showing preserved open-trestle post mill late C20

WINDMIL 11.14.jpg Sussex: Nutley Snow scene showing preserved open-trestle post mill late C20

WINDMIL_11_15.jpg Sussex: Nutley
Close-up of sheers, collar and substructure of preserved 
post mill late C20

WINDMIL 12.01.jpg Sweden: Oland, Bjornhovda Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL 12.02.jpg Sweden: Oland, Bjornhovda Preserved smock mill with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_03.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_04.jpg Sweden: Oland Pair of preserved open-trestle post mills with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_05.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_06.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_07.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_08.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_09.jpg Sweden: Oland
Derelict open-trestle post mill with brakewheel and 
stocks Striking view Jan-74



WINDMIL_12_10.jpg Unknown (poss.Oland)

Interior of unidentified smock mill showing upright 
shaft, great spur wheel, stone nut, quant, stones and 
stone crane late C20

WINDMIL_12_11.jpg Unknown

Interior of unidentified windmill or watermil, showing 
what appears to be modern gas or oil engine with belt 
drive resembling bicycle chain late C20

WINDMIL_12_12.jpg Sweden: Oland Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_13.jpg
Scandinavia: probably 
Oland, Sweden Preserved smock mill with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_14.jpg Sweden: Oland Pair of preserved open-trestle post mills with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_15.jpg Sweden: Oland Group of preserved open-trestle post mills with sails late C20

WINDMIL_12_16.jpg Sweden: Oland Group of preserved open-trestle post mills with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_17.jpg Sweden Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
WINDMIL_12_18.jpg Sweden Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

WINDPUM_01_01.jpg
UK, prob. Sussex: Bryant's 
Farm US-type "Climax" wind engine

8th June 
1975

WINDPUM_01_02.jpg Unknown US-type wind engine late C20

WINDPUM_01_03.jpg
Foreign, prob.Scandinavia, 
US or Eastern Europe

Derelict wind engine of non-US type, standing above 
barn-like structure with access platform

Interesting view, 
could aid ID Sep-75

WINDPUM_01_04.jpg Sussex: Piddinghoe Derelict wind engine of non-US type, in marshy setting Could aid ID Mar-83

WINDPUM_01_05.jpg Sussex: Cross-in-Hand

Post mill in working order in background, wooden US-
type wind engine in foreground with man or boy in 
contemporary costume standing beside it

Splendid view, and 
nicely shows the 
two types of 
windmill together

late 
C19/early 
C20

WINDPUM_01_06.jpg Norfolk: Starston Preserved hollow-post windpump late C20
WINDPUM_01_07.jpg UK: Pollards Hill Derelict US-type wind engine Sep-75

WINDPUM_01_08.jpg Germany/Scandinavia
Small windmill of hollow-post type on roof of thatched 
half-timbered building

Attractive view and 
could assist ID Jan-74

WINDPUM_01_09.jpg Denmark
Derelict wind engine standing beside barn, with sails 
more like conventional type late C20



WINDPUM_01_10.jpg Germany/Scandinavia Small barn-top windmill similar to that in 01.08 see 01.08 Jan-74

WINDPUM_01_11.jpg Unknown, prob.UK
Pylon and upper mechanism of derelict US-type wind 
engine (wheel missing) late C20

WINDPUM_01_12.jpg Suffolk, Knodishall (prob.) Disused wind engine of different type to US late C20

WINDPUM_01_13.jpg Suffok, Knodishall (prob.) Disused wind engine of different type to US As 01.12

WINDPUM_01_14.jpg Suffolk, Knodishall (prob.) Disused wind engine of different type to US As 01.12

WINDPUM_01_15.jpg Suffolk, Knodishall (prob.) Disused wind engine of different type to US As 01.12
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